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From our INPUT to their OUTPUT (based on actual examples) 

Engagement time horizon

Day basis
Week basis

Month basis

Year basis

Governance

KPI

Strategy*

Sustainability/

growth

(*) : Engagement success is not measured by meeting mid-term plan goals. Engagement success is 
measured by implementation based on our ‘inputs’.

Business

Model

Revising Corporate Governance Report and Submitting Independence Notification to TSE (the next day) 
The information requested by Fidelity was disclosed via press release (a week later)
Proposed to restore shareholder credibility lost in the results meeting by enhancing shareholder return  ⇒ increased dividends (a month later)
Proposed to improve independence of nomination committee from 4 out of 7 to 3 out of 4 (done in 2 months)
Explained the rationale of critical condition to vote 'FOR’ ⇒ changed to meet the condition (in 10 weeks)
Sharing shareholders concerns over controversies ⇒ increased dividends  (in 10 weeks)
Sharing Fidelity's concerns on lack of independence of outside statutory auditors ⇒ convoked EGM to elect additional independent statutory auditor (3 m)
Offered KPIs for their Mid-term plan ⇒ adopted the KPIs (in 4 months)
Questioned composition of nomination committee ⇒ changed to 5 independent out of 7 by reducing 2 internal members (6 months later)
Provided Fidelity's views on their 'Materiality' selection upon their request ⇒ identified and published 'Materiality' (6 months later)
Asked them to consider retreating from non-core business ⇒ publicly announced sale of the business (6 months later)
Suggested sooner launch of a environmental conscious product (9 months later)
Discussed capital discipline on product life cycle management ⇒ introduced PLM, incorporated into their MTP and KPIs (a year later)
Discussed multi-currency risk management ⇒ introduced Currency Risk Management System (a year later)
Incorporated into their Mid-term Plan (a year later)
Incorporated into their Mid-term Plan and early achievement (two years later)
Discussed reasons why 'Environmental and Social' risk management is important ⇒introduced 'E&S' issues monitoring system
Gave improvement points of ESG disclosures => external independent ESG evaluation improved (many examples)
Sought for M&A discipline ⇒ integrating in their process
Sought for investors' feedback on their Integrated Report, Corporate Governance Report (many examples)
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Estimating target company’s ‘potential’ fair value or deviation from its 

‘reasonable’ fair value.

Engagement objective is to improve its value creation power or to close the gap 

between the market value and its reasonable fair value.

1. Unappreciated Value

When value recognized in the market is far below its reasonable fair value 

(intrinsic value) for prolonged period, there must be problems of their 

communication with the market and we provide them with our interpretation for 

the reasons.

2. Unacceptable Value

When its return of capital is far below its cost of capital for prolonged period, we 

provide them with our views for the key reasons.

Through promoting ‘integrated thinking’

From Value Gap to Fair Value
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Source: Fidelity International

Preparing a ‘discussion paper’ to show evidences, clarify the points and let 

them review it…

“Value Creation Diagnosis Report”
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Discussion paper is an 

effective communication tool: 

less risk of miscommunication, 

change in communication mode, 

able to  share the points within 

the company, evidence of 

dialogue

We do pursue fundamental improvements through inspiring them to take 

action

Effective engagement process and methods

Legitimate 

convergent 

view, incl. 

action points

No go

Meeting 

with whom 

at the 

company

Management: 

interactive (decision 

maker), effective 

IR: effective, if IR 

properly reports to their 

management 

Outside director: 

interactive, effective 

(influential in the board 

decision) 

Next step

Letter (formal; language as a sign of 

respect and fairness, and addressee is 

critical): Impolite for ‘proposal’ (coercive), 

but Ok for ‘thank-you’ 

Email (less formal; requires 

relationship): Impolite for 

‘proposal’, but Ok for ‘follow-

up’, ‘confirmation’ or ‘inquiry’ 

Collaboration with 

other shareholders

Yes

No

S/H proposal 

(formal): 

‘coercive’ and 

‘declaration of 

proxy fight’
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We take our engagement progress into account in proxy voting decisions

Fidelity International’s Proxy voting policy for Japan

Typical resolution itemsCategory FIL Voting Policy

Independence of the Board • AGAINST re-election of top executives: if failed to 

appoint at least two independent directors

• Independence criteria: TSE classification, significant  

shareholders, major lenders, cross-shareholders

Election / Removal of Outside Directors / Statutory 

Auditors

• AGAINST: if independence criteria is breached; 

attendance rate is less than 75% or not disclosed

Remuneration of Directors / Statutory Auditors • AGAINST Equity comp: if dilution from all plans exceeds 

10%; vesting period of less than 3 year

Allocation of Income • No quantitative criteria for DOE or Payout Ratio

Takeover Defence Plan (Poison Pill) • AGAINST anti-takeover proposals

Amendment of Articles of Incorporation • AGAINST proposals that seek to delegate powers away

from shareholders to company management

• Generally AGAINST shareholder proposals that overly 

limit management flexibility

Others • AGAINST proposals that would Not be to promote 

shareholder value / could lack alignment with the 

interests of general minority shareholders

Source: Fidelity International
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Important information

This document has been prepared by Fidelity to the Center on Japanese Economy and Business, Columbia Business 
School only for informational purposes and may not be reproduced or circulated without written consent from Fidelity. The 
content of this document is intended to be viewed for informational purposes only and cannot be construed as an offer or 
solicitation to purchase any investment fund or product of Fidelity, or an offer or solicitation to engage the investment 
management services of Fidelity. Fidelity shall not be held liable for damages arising out of any person's reliance upon 
this information. Any person considering an investment should seek independent advice on the suitability or otherwise of 
the particular investment. While care has been taken to ensure the information herein is accurate, Fidelity is not 
responsible for any errors or omissions relating to specific information provided by third parties. Investment involves risks.  
Past performance is not indicative of future performance.  Please refer to the relevant offering documents for further 
information (including the risk factors). Investment returns are exposed to exchange rate fluctuations. In general 
fluctuation in the performance of emerging markets is normally higher as it tends to be more volatile than other developed 
markets. Fidelity / Fidelity International means FIL Limited and its subsidiary companies. Fidelity, Fidelity International, the
Fidelity International logo and F symbol are trademarks of FIL Limited. 


